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Food currently labeled ‘organic’ in the USA was how food always was, until recently.
Industrialization of the food industry found it expedient to compromise food quality for
the ultimate goal of financial productivity. Without addressing that topic, its associated
long-term health problems are becoming increasingly realized and better food options are
becoming more available. Unnatural compromise has invaded far more than mere food.
Compromise is an important Bible topic, as it is pivotal to the workings of evil. Areas
of compromise that currently empower two evil strongholds in many Christian lives are:
1) religiosity and Gnosticism are believed to be Christianity, and 2) laziness and
disobedience are rampant in Christianity. The value in investigating these unnatural
compromises is freedom from them, and freedom into organic, Biblical Christian growth.
Everything God created was “good”  Genesis 1, and people He created in His image
were “very good”  Genesis 1:31. Unlike the rest of creation, people were made in
God’s image, were given a free will, and instructions for using it. When people chose to
abuse it  Genesis 3 & 6, God was cut to the heart  Genesis 6:6, yet always kept a way
available for people to be forgiven and therefore able to stay in good relationship with
Him  Romans 5:20. In every aspect, these choices remain available to us to this day.
As predicted, many people are waxing cold  Matthew 24:12… due to their choices
against God. Yet, and greater, relationship with God improves all the time for all who
stick with Him. This original ‘organic’ intimate life is Christianity defined, and includes:
 Prayer: authenticates the significance of God within us as we interact with Him.
 Relationship: sowing intimacy with God earns a life of reaping unity with Him.
 Discipleship: learning the ways of God superimposes His heart into our heart.
 Maturity: our life, changed by God, reproduces / makes disciples of those around us.
As with food, the unnatural compromise of Christianity makes it inorganic / unhealthy:
1) Religiosity and Gnosticism are believed to be Christianity: Religiosity is a false form
of Christianity  2 Timothy 3:1-5; and Gnosticism is an Oriental-originated philosophy
supported by Plato and Pythagoras whose incorrect theology denies Biblical physical
resurrection of Jesus and Christians  2 Timothy 3:5… fabricating a ‘spirit-only’ realm.
2) Laziness and disobedience are rampant in Christianity: the aforementioned denial of
God’s power breeds false license to self-justify non-authenticated non-participation with
God, contradicting the Bible definition that intimacy with God is central to Christianity.
These two false comforts have many people missing the primary call of Christianity to
follow Christ and be “a friend of sinners”  Luke 7:34. Thus, our planet is late in being
evangelized… simply due to people not sharing God’s love; not due to any other reason.
Religiosity, Gnosticism, laziness, disobedience, and other self-indictable excuses will
not be excused by God  Romans 1:20, so it is vital that we examine ourselves today to
change while there is still time; and then mature to reach others. This is Christianity.
Quit the victimization of compromise; organic Christianity is waiting for you!
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